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Abstract

Machine learning methods are increasingly being used to solve real-world prob-
lems in the society. Often, the complexity of the methods are well hidden for
users. However, integrating machine learning methods in real-world applica-
tions is not a straightforward process and requires knowledge both about the
methods and domain knowledge of the problem. Two such domains are colour
print quality assessment and anomaly detection in smart homes, which are
currently driven by manual monitoring of complex situations. The goal of the
presented work is to develop methods, algorithms and tools to facilitate moni-
toring and understanding of the complex situations which arise in colour print
quality assessment and anomaly detection for smart homes. The proposed ap-
proach builds on the use and adaption of supervised and unsupervised machine
learning methods.

Novel algorithms for computing objective measures of print quality in pro-
duction are proposed in this work. Objective measures are also modelled to
study how paper and press parameters influence print quality. Moreover, a
study on how print quality is perceived by humans is presented and experi-
ments aiming to understand how subjective assessments of print quality relate
to objective measurements are explained. The obtained results show that the
objective measures reflect important aspects of print quality, these measures
are also modelled with reasonable accuracy using paper and press parameters.
The models of objective measures are shown to reveal relationships consistent
to known print quality phenomena.

In the second part of this thesis the application area of anomaly detection
in smart homes is explored. A method for modelling human behaviour pat-
terns is proposed. The model is used in order to detect deviating behaviour
patterns using contextual information from both time and space. The pro-
posed behaviour pattern model is tested using simulated data and is shown to
be suitable given four types of scenarios.

The thesis shows that parts of offset lithographic printing, which tradi-
tionally is a human-centered process, can be automated by the introduction
of image processing and machine learning methods. Moreover, it is concluded
that in order to facilitate robust and accurate anomaly detection in smart
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homes, a holistic approach which makes use of several contextual aspects is
required.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In the last decade we have been more and more exposed to computers that are
able to learn from data. The goal of such applications is to enhance aspects such
as: safety, profit, security, and gaming experience to mention a few. Examples
in everyday life are active safety systems able to stop the car when an accident
with a pedestrian is anticipated, email server software able to remove spam
email, and trading robots managing investments. One important technology in
these applications is themachine learning (ML) [1] algorithms that specify how
data are learnt. ML is often used to fulfill the higher purpose of finding relevant
and previous unknown patterns in data, i.e. data mining (DM) [65]. The DM
research area becomes important as the demand for understanding data is
increasing with the rapid growth of the amount of data in the world. Data is in
this context a collection of observations, which are expressed in a fixed number
of variables and where each observation has an associated output/target value
or a label. A set of observations is used to build a model. The model can then
be fed with new observations in order to predict outputs/labels. Moreover,
the model can be explored to understand predictions or key patterns in the
data. A successful DM application generally requires the designer to have an
understanding of the problem domain (e.g. printing process and print quality)
and therefore implementation is not a straightforward process. Also, selecting
a suitable DM method from the plethora of available ones typically requires the
understanding of the problem domain and data properties. Especially difficult
is developing systems that mimic tasks usually carried out by humans.

Humans have a remarkable capability to understand situations and to take
decisions based on complex information. An example is a printing press oper-
ator assessing the complex situation that arises in newspaper printing. During
the printing process the operator takes newspaper samples and manually as-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

sesses the print quality by visually observing the printed result. Further, the
operator decides how to adjust the press parameters such as level of ink and
water flow, web speed, and positioning of the different printing plates, to main-
tain the desired print quality. To make timely and adequate adjustments, the
operator relies on theoretical knowledge about printing, subjective perception
of print quality, individual printing strategy and often years of experience from
working at the particular press. Thus a print operator can be regarded as being
situation-aware [17], i.e. able to perceive, comprehend and project the future
from the immense amount of information available about the surroundings.
A situation-aware operator knows the state of the current situation and can
relate it to previously seen situations.

Another example of situation awareness is in the area of home healthcare.
Elderly people still living in their homes in Sweden could receive visits at night
by a night patrol. The purpose of the supervision or visits, which are carried
out by the home care workers, is to become aware of the situation of the
resident. In most cases the resident sleeps and no further intervention is needed
but occasionally the resident can be found in a situation that is potentially
dangerous, e.g. when a person wakes up and falls in the hallway while walking
to the bathroom. The night patrol would without significant effort perceive
and understand the potential danger of a situation where the resident is found
lying on the hallway floor. Similar to the situation-aware print operator, a
care worker assesses the dynamic environment based on several factors such as
the visual perception and prior knowledge about the resident. In both cases,
intelligent situation-aware systems, capable of assisting the press operator or
the health care provider, would be of great help.

This thesis proposes methods, algorithms and tools for situation awareness
in colour printing and smart homes concerning healthcare. Different techniques
have been proposed to solve some aspects concerning situation awareness in
colour printing [25, 50, 53]. However, the techniques proposed in this thesis
for situation awareness in colour printing concern all three steps of situation
awareness: perception, comprehension and projection (prediction) of the future
in the form of support for the printing press operator aiming to maintain
constant print quality. The concept of situation-aware intelligent systems is
also adopted in the proposed work to monitor and detect deviating behaviour
patterns in smart homes. Related work in this area has shown some success in
detecting deviations in behaviour with respect to limited a set of parameters
such as in-home trajectory [11] or in-door walking speed [26]. In this thesis,
we go further and present a method to detect behaviour patterns that deviate
in time, space and a combination thereof in order to obtain a more complete
view of the situation.
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1.2 Research questions

1.2.1 Situation awareness in colour printing
Quality assessment is a very important step in situation awareness for colour
printing. Algorithms that compute some print quality attributes from the
printed result have been developed [55, 61]. However, situation awareness in
colour printing requires the use of a variety of sensors to collect and compre-
hend information from various sources and support actions of press operator
or controller with knowledge extracted from these information sources. Thus,
in this thesis the following research questions are posed:

• Is it possible to extract print quality attributes from certain measurement
patches instead of scanning larger areas of the printed page?

• Can print quality attributes be modelled using multiple information
sources, e.g. the parameters of paper and printing press? Which param-
eters of the paper and the press are the most important to specific print
quality attributes? Can print quality variations be explained in terms of
paper and printing press parameters?

• How can subjective print quality assessment be modelled using print
quality attributes? What knowledge can exploration of such a model
reveal?

1.2.2 Situation awareness in smart homes
Detection of deviating human behaviour in smart homes is considered as one
of the major technical challenges [49]. The large variation in human behaviour
patterns and the lack of labelled deviating observations make the problem
difficult to solve. In this context, this thesis addresses the following questions:

• How can human behaviour be represented with enough detail for com-
prehensive modelling using data from simple sensors such as motion de-
tectors and occupancy sensors?

• How can patterns of deviating human behaviour from smart homes be
modelled using unsupervised modelling methods?

• How can extracted temporal and spatial context information of behaviour
patterns using the unsupervised models be used to detect deviating be-
haviour?

1.3 Research approach
Apart from the literature analysis, practical work involving real-world mea-
surements in the press room has been a prominent part of this thesis. The
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fusion and synchronization of several information sources, such as paper and
press parameters, were large parts of such practical work. Moreover, algorithms
have been evaluated both in simulated and real-world settings. In the smart
homes case, models making it possible to generate human behaviour patterns
have been developed. Development and use of software demonstrators have
also been significant parts of the thesis work.

1.4 Contributions and publications

Contributions
The contributions of the appended papers are:

• A review and analysis of the state-of-art within computational intelligence-
based print quality assessment and control (Paper A). The review eluci-
dates promising research directions towards computational intelligence-
based situation awareness in colour printing.

• A new noise robust circle detection technique for detecting halftone dots
in images of printed pictures (Paper B). A new way to assess one impor-
tant aspect of print quality, namely the distortion of halftone dots.

• A technique for estimating the misregistration of cyan, magenta and
yellow inks in the printing press (Paper C). The method is based on
the analysis of images of specific measurement patches printed along the
border of each page.

• A novel system for assessing, monitoring and exploring the print quality
of colour prints (Paper C). The system infers values of print quality
attributes from images acquired on-line from the printed paper web. A
technique for modelling print quality attributes with reasonable accuracy
using paper and press parameters.

• The evaluation of how the print quality is perceived by humans and how
this subjective assessment relates to different print quality attributes
(Paper D).

• Amethod of modelling human behaviour patterns using data from simple
sensors commonly used in smart homes was proposed. Tests on simulated
data show that the chosen representation is feasible and is able to reveal
patterns of deviating behaviour in both time and space (Paper E).

Appended publications
The publications that make the foundation of this thesis are listed in chrono-
logical order:
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Paper A — A. Verikas, J. Lundström, M. Bacauskiene, and A. Gelzinis.
Advances in computational intelligence-based print quality assessment
and control in offset colour printing. Expert Systems with Applications,
38, pp.13441-13447, 2011.

Paper B — J. Lundström and A. Verikas.
Detecting halftone dots for offset print quality assessment using soft
computing, International Conference on Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ), pp.1-7,
18-23 July 2010.

Paper C — J. Lundström, A. Verikas, E. Tullander and B. Larsson.
Assessing, exploring, and monitoring quality of offset colour prints.
Measurement, 46, pp.1427-1441, 2013.

Paper D — J. Lundström and A. Verikas.
Assessing print quality by machine in offset colour printing.
Knowledge-Based Systems, 37, pp.70-79, 2013.

Paper E — J. Lundström, E. Järpe, and A. Verikas.
Detecting and exploring deviating behaviour of people in their own homes.
Submitted to a journal.

Related publications
Five related publications to this thesis work are:

J. Lundström and A. Verikas.
System for Assessing, Exploring and Monitoring Offset Print Quality.
Recent Researches in Circuits, Systems, Communications. Proceedings of
2nd European Conference of Communications (ECCOM’11). pp.28-33.
(Short version of Paper C).

R. Thörner, M. Persson, H. Eriksson, A. Isaksson, and J. Lundström.
Trygg om natten. Technical report, Centre for Health Technology in
Halland, Halmstad University, Halmstad, 2011.

J. Lundström.
Understanding Offset Print Quality: A Computational Intelligence-based
Approach. Licentiate thesis, School of Science and Technology at örebro
University, Sweden, June 2012.

H. Eriksson, A. Isaksson, and J. Lundström.
Technology and trust: Social and technical innovation in elderly care.
Equality, growth and innovation - in theory and practice, Luleå, Sweden
October 2013.
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W. De Morais, J. Lundström, and N. Wickström.
A Database-Centric Architecture for Home-Based Health Monitoring.
Ambient Assisted Living and Active Aging - 5th International Work-
Conference,
IWAAL 2013, Carrillo, Costa Rica, pp.26-34, December 2013.

1.5 Outline of thesis
This thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter two introduces the situation aware-
ness concept in a colour printing perspective. The challenges of print qual-
ity assessment is discussed and related work is presented. In Chapter three,
anomaly detection in behaviour patterns for smart homes is described in a situ-
ation awareness concept. Related work for anomaly detection in smart homes is
also covered in Chapter three. Chapter four summarizes the appended papers
and in Chapter five conclusions and future work are presented.



Chapter 2

Situation awareness in colour
printing

2.1 Introduction
Print operators have the responsibility of reproducing digital image and text
matters onto paper. The printed result is expected to be of high and constant
quality throughout every copy and for different print jobs. To fulfill such a goal
the print operator has to make adequate quality assessment of the printed re-
sults and press adjustments while printing. This control-loop relies on the
operator’s ability to subjectively assess overall print quality and the ability
to apply proper changes of the press parameters, see Figure 2.1. An operator
aware of the situation in terms of quality and the underlying causes is likely
to reproduce digital images and text with high quality. Moreover, digital page
descriptions may also be used to guide the quality assessment. Besides mon-
itoring quality, the print operator has to control the press parameters with
economic constraints on the usage of ink, paper and time.

Modern print quality assessment includes tools for measuring some indi-
vidual print quality attributes objectively. Despite the guidelines for how to
interpret such measurements, the overall print quality is finally assessed by
the press operator. Thus, the challenges in colour printing arise when several
operators make subjective quality assessments that differ and when their indi-
vidual strategies of controlling the printing press differ. Another challenge is
how to continuously update records on press maintenance and how the numer-
ous parameters characterizing the press and paper influence the quality of the
printed result. It has been shown that print quality varies widely from press
to press [46], but also the assessment of overall quality differs among different
persons, especially on low quality prints as shown in Paper D.
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Figure 2.1: Control-loop in offset lithographic printing. The operator receives
information about the digital page and typically assesses this information on
a computer screen. As the press is started manual subjective assessment is
performed by the operator and necessary press adjustments are done by the
operator.

There are several printing technologies in order to produce different prod-
ucts and achieve various quality levels, however, this thesis concerns four colour
offset lithographic printings.

2.2 Reproduction by offset lithographic colour
printing

The offset lithographic reproduction process consists of several steps, see Fig-
ure 2.2. The concept is based upon the ability to represent colour images by a
mixture of the primary colours Cyan (C), Magenta (M), Yellow (Y), and Black
(K). The initial transformation is from the digital page description to a bitmap
pattern suitable for printing. This is achieved by using a Raster Image Proces-
sor (RIP) [36]. Besides translating simple objects such as black text, the RIP
also transforms images to fine-grained patterns using a method called screen-
ing. The screening process simulate the continuous tone and colour shifts that
occur in images by modulating the size of the dots in the pattern for each of
the four inks: C, M, Y, and K. These patterns are known as halftone patterns
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which also, when printed on top of each other consecutively, reproduce colours
by the concept of subtractive colour mixing. The incident light of the printed
matter, is reflected on the paper surface and filtered by the layers of ink which
creates a sensation of colour when the spectral decomposition of the light is
interpreted by the human visual system. Subtractive colour mixing relies on
the subtraction of certain ranges in the white light spectral information in con-
trast to additive colour mixing which relies on adding various spectral parts
of light to represent a colour (e.g. the RGB system used in an LCD screen).
However, in halftone colour representations only combinations of the C, M and
Y inks and the dot size variation are used to compose a certain colour, these
eight combinations are called Neugebauer primaries [45]. The composed filter
of C, M and Y should theoretically give a colour perceived as black, however,
such filter merely produces a brownish colour sensation. Consequently, K ink
is used to strengthen the parts which should be coloured black in the image.

In the second step called CTP (Computer-To-Plate), the bitmap pattern
is transferred to the printing plates. The information is usually transferred by
laser treatment of the thin metal plates. After treatment each plate contains
information which is defined as areas with two different chemical properties.
The areas to be printed have the property of repelling the water-based solution
(dampening solution) used in the press. This chemical property (i.e. hydropho-
bic) enables the non-print areas of the plate to be moistened and later the dry
areas to be covered by ink, see Figure 2.3 for an example of a four-high press.
The four-high press consists of rollers of the four inks C, M, Y, and K stacked
on top of each other. The ink is, after being attached on plates, transferred to
a roller clothed with rubber which is in contact with the actual paper. This
step constitutes the last transition in the information chain and is repeated
for each of the four inks.

2.2.1 Print Quality
Print quality can be characterized as a set of distinct features, e.g. print quality
attributes which is a concept that will be used throughout this thesis. There
are several phenomena which affect these quality attributes, this is illustrated
by a simple example.

Consider the original image and a printed version of this proof in Figure 2.4.
Spatial deviations of rollers, plates or paper may causes a defect called misreg-
istration. Registration is the alignment of ink layers and a shift in either of the
layers cause defects in print quality, as seen in Figure 2.5 where C and M inks
are spatially shifted in both directions. Methods for quantifying deviations, i.e.
the print quality attribute misregistration, do not only include manual visual
inspection but also use automated camera-based tools [50].

Another spatial deviation of the print is a defect called slurring which is
characterized by smeared printing dots, i.e. the circular shape of the dot is
changed. The defect may be caused by relative movements between the sur-
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Digital image

C, M, Y and K
print plates

Cyan ink

Magenta ink

Yellow ink

Black ink

Printed image

RIP
CTP

Ink offset

Figure 2.2: Offset lithographic printing visualised as a chain of steps. From the
digital original to the printed paper.
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Figure 2.3: Simplified model of a four-high printing press producing offset
lithographic prints.

faces of the rubber blanket, paper and printing plates [36]. Moreover, another
important print quality attribute is the tonal value which is area coverage. In
order to reproduce images with high quality the tonal value should be kept
constant at specified standards for each colour throughout the print job.

Besides spatial defects caused by shifts of the printed layers or due to de-
viating size of the printing dots there are defects caused by the amount of
transferred ink. Such defect can be the deviation of the amount of ink trans-
ferred to the paper, deviation of ink density. Ink density is typically estimated
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Figure 2.4: Original image (left) and printed image (right).

Figure 2.5: Printed image exemplifying misregistration of C and M inks.

by measuring the intensity of the reflected light of the control area with re-
spect to a non-printed sample of the same paper, using a densitometer (which
may also measure tonal value). The ink density is assumed to be constant
throughout each print job.

Additional defects related to the properties of the ink and paper are mot-
tling and trapping. Mottling can be described as the unevenness of a print
whereas trapping is about the ability of the inks to adhere when being printed
on top of each other [36].

The above defects may all cause colour deviations which can be detected
by analysing the spectrum of reflected light using a spectrophotometer. The
human visual system has been thoroughly studied and the non-linear prop-
erties in how humans perceive colour are captured in different colour models
(spaces), such as CIELab. Given a measured point in CIELab space one can
relate the colour deviation as the Euclidian distance to a reference point in the
same colour space, also known as ∆E.

2.2.2 Situation awareness
Situation awareness is a theoretical model but also a cognitive property of a
human, e.g. an operator. Situation awareness can be defined as the current
state of the operators internal model of the environment, according to Ends-
ley [17]. Situation awareness is about the ability of the operator to grasp the
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whole picture. Endsley proposes three levels of situation awareness [17]: Level
one, describes the perception of the different entities in the system whereas
Level two is about comprehension of the situation based on entity information
from level one. Endsley stresses the importance of understanding the signif-
icance of each entity and how these contribute to the current situation. In
Level three the operator has to anticipate future states given the information
extracted from level one and two, i.e. perception and understanding of the
current situation but also to use knowledge acquired over a longer period of
time.

In this thesis we aim at developing tools capable of providing knowledge
about entities, their importance, perspectives on the whole picture, and also
predictions of future events. In order to build such systems one has to elabo-
rate on the current print operator situation awareness. Consider a simple, yet
realistic scenario:

The situation-aware print operator starts a print job by producing the printing
plates to be installed in the press. The RIP is fed with prior information, known
by the operator, about the magnification factor specific for the press. The press
is started and the operator monitors and controls the web speed by being aware
that a possible web break can occur. The rollers clothed with rubber blankets
have recently been changed, and by experience the operator knows how this af-
fects the press and thereby also has the knowledges of how to change certain
parameters. Due to the change of rubber blankets the press is also started after
a longer period of maintenance which also affects the properties of the press. At
a certain web speed the operator starts to sample newspapers for manual and
visual print quality inspection. In this repetitive step the operator perceives the
different entities (level one situation awareness) such as amount of dampening
solution and ink, roller positions but also quality attributes such as ink density
and tonal value. Moreover, for each iteration the operator updates the under-
standing of the current situation and relates the situation to the goals: print
with high and constant quality by constraints on paper and ink (level two situa-
tion awareness). Finally, the situation-aware operator predicts the outcome of
the future actions, i.e. makes decisions on how to adjust the press parameters
for each iteration (level three situation awareness).

Given the introduced inner workings of offset lithographic printing and
the necessity of situation awareness the following challenges in offset colour
printing are identified.

2.2.3 Challenges
The challenges encountered in offset lithographic printing can be summarized
as follows:
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I To develop a method to measure print quality attributes on-line in pro-
duction process.

II Modelling of deviations in print quality attributes given paper and press
characteristics.

III To compute an overall objective quality score using the quality attributes
measured in production.

IV To develop a system able to infer which parameters of press and paper that
could be altered in order to reach a high and constant quality, yet minimize
the cost of production. Such system should also reveal the relation of each
crucial parameter to the overall print quality.

Solving Challenge I would assist the print operator to fulfil level one sit-
uation awareness where the important and relevant entities (print quality at-
tributes) are measured. Once the print quality attributes are measured these
can be used to model deviations described in Challenge II, the correct inter-
pretation of such model would contribute to level two awareness as the model
could provide understanding of the current situation. Challenge III and IV ad-
dress a system capable of providing prediction of the overall quality score and
the ability to estimate which paper and press parameters that are responsible
for failure of the overall print quality.

2.3 Related work
There are various entities involved in the offset lithographic printing process
which all contribute to the final print quality: operator knowledge, information
about the original image, paper, ink, printing plates, rubber blanket, damp-
ening solution, print defects, and human ability to subjectively assess print
quality. There are numerous examples of related work which study the percep-
tion of one or several of these entities. Södergård et al developed an inspection
system able to capture and process images from the printing press. The sys-
tem then presents print quality aspects from the measurements [53]. A recent
and interesting approach to predict printing press faults is to perform on-line
monitoring of the ink misregistration [41]. Another example is the real-time
print defect detection system presented by Shankar et al [55]. The proposed
system utilized template matching in the process of finding print defects. A
third example by Sun et al is also based on template matching and machine
vision and is able to point out the regions in which defects occurred [60]. How-
ever, the system is not able to explain what caused the effect to occur, e.g.
misregistration or low ink density. This type of information processing can
however be found in level two situation awareness systems.

An example of a system incorporating both level one and two situation
awareness is the defect recognition and diagnostic system proposed by Perner [50].
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The system utilizes information from two entities: images acquired from printed
matter and operator knowledge. Perner’s system lets the operator understand
phenomena occurring during the printing process and the system also suggests
actions to remove detected defects.

In the third level related work is referred to systems not only able to per-
ceive entities such as paper and press parameters and to provide comprehension
of the printing situation but also to predict how to adjust the press in order
to reach a certain goal. One such example is an approach by Hammerstrom
and Lucas which used Bayesian networks which used entities such as available
electrical power and paper properties to adapt the printing process [27]. Other
systems able to model print quality also exist [25, 39]. Liu et al developed
a system for automatic quality assessment of digitized prints by computing
objective metrics such as colour deviation and noise estimation [40]. The work
of Liu et al shows that an overall objective quality measure agrees well to the
result of subjective quality assessments.

In spite of previous research on providing intelligent systems for print qual-
ity monitoring and exploration there is no system which is able to provide a
rich set of print quality attributes including parameters of press and paper
that can be understood through print defects and with the aid of an overall
print quality score.

2.4 Proposed approach
The three levels of situation awareness are considered, see Figure 2.6. The first
level (perception), process and present relevant data from various sources of
information to the operator from the vast number of possible entities. At the
second level (comprehension), a wider view of the printing quality situation
is presented in order to assist the operator in his or her situation awareness.
Moreover, deviations of print quality attributes are modelled giving data from
the various sources perceived in level one and the operator is informed about
their significance. Projection of how deviating quality attributes affect the
overall print quality is presented in the third level of situation awareness.

2.4.1 Perception of printing entities
In order to provide a broad perspective of printing entities to the operator and
for accurate modelling of print quality attributes, the perception step exploits
data from several sources of information.

Press parameters are acquired by tapping data channels between various
subsystems in the press, e.g. by the recording of the communication between
the operator panel and the press control system. Moreover, information about
register setting, ink temperature and supply [18] is also continuously acquired.
Apart from the actual parameter values the control patterns of each operator
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Perception Comprehension Projection
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Figure 2.6: The three levels of situation awareness considered in the proposed
approach: perception, comprehension, and projection.

working at the press are indirectly stored. The environmental parameters, such
as press room temperature and humidity are also included as entities at the
perception level.

Paper parameters are linked to a press run when a paper reel is identified
by the attached bar-code, the proposed advanced machine-vision-based bar-
code reader is presented in Paper C. For each paper reel inserted in the press,
four groups of parameters from the paper manufacturing process are requested
from the paper mill: paper machine parameters, pulp recipe, lab tests and
paper parameters acquired from on-line scanning of the paper web. There
are in total 130 numbers of paper and press parameters that are monitored
continuously.

To provide print quality attributes the images of specific 8× 4 mm patches
(grey-bars, see right picture in Figure 2.7) acquired on-line are processed.
For each printing plate five grey-bars are equidistantly distributed along the
cross-direction (CD, orthogonal to machine-direction MD) of the press. The
approach assumes that, in general, the quality attributes extracted from a
grey-bar reflect the quality attributes measured in printed pictures, thus the
approach avoids the template matching process.

The system able to acquire grey-bars was earlier developed by researchers
at Halmstad University and has contributed to several studies related to mod-
elling and control of ink flow in press [18].

The original purpose of the worldwide used grey-bars in the reproduction
process is to assess the grey balance between two different regions in the grey-
bar, see Figure 2.7. The region on the left-hand side is printed using C, M
and Y inks whereas the region to the right is only printed with black ink. The
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Figure 2.7: Grey-bar system acquiring image of grey-bars on-line (left). Image
of grey-bar acquired on-line which is used as input for algorithms computing
quality attributes (right).

average spectral composition over the two regions should approximately be
the same, a grey colour should therefore be perceived by the operator or the
grey colour properties by a spectrophotometer. In this thesis the approach is
to compute the following quality attributes from each of the collected grey-bar
images:

1. Colour deviation. This is usually measured as ∆E in the CIELab colour
space:

∆E = [(∆L∗)2 + (∆a∗)2 + (∆b∗)2]1/2 (2.1)

where the difference is computed between ’coloured’ and ’black’ parts of
the grey-bar. The measures used to characterise colour deviation were
∆E, ∆L∗, ∆C = [(a∗)2 + (b∗)2]1/2, a∗, and b∗.

2. Misregistration. The alignment of ink planes in both X (CD) and Y (MD)
directions for C, M and Y inks with respect to K. A novel virtual sensor
was developed to assess misregistration and relies on prior knowledge,
i.e. the unique raster angle in halftone patterns for each ink and the
dimensions of the grey-bar. The virtual sensor is described in paper C.

3. Dot deformation. Two measures were applied: standard deviation of the
distance to the dot center sd and dot shape factor fs:

fs =
p2

4πA
(2.2)

where p is a dot perimeter and A stands for dot area. The efficiency
of different methods to detect halftone dots in images is investigated in
Paper B. In Paper B, a computationally efficient approach to compute
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the Fuzzy Hough Transform (FHT) was presented and further used to
assess the halftone dot quality.

4. Ink density estimate. The average and variance of black ink density
d(x, y), estimated at each pixel (x, y) in a sample area of the grey-bar.

d(x, y) = − log
p(x, y)− ncam
pref − ncam

(2.3)

where ncam is the average camera noise, p(x, y) is the intensity of the
pixel (x, y) and pref is the paper reference average intensity.

5. Dot gain. The difference between the supposed average dot size and
the actual measured average dot size—Tone value. A tone value was
measured in the ’black’ area of a grey-bar.

6. Noise level assessed for C, M, Y and K areas. The noise level was assessed
by applying the following measure:

σ2
n =

1

36(W − 2)(H − 2)

∑
x,y

(I(x, y) ∗N)2 (2.4)

where W is the image width, H is the image height, N is a filter making
the estimate less sensitive to structure in the image, and ∗ stands for
convolution. The measure assesses the standard deviation of the noise
and was originally suggested by Immerkaer [30]. The technique is suitable
for our task due to the low sensitivity to structure.

7. Contrast assessed in ’black’ and ’coloured’ parts of a grey-bar. We assess
the contrast as the root mean square (RMS):

RMS =

√∑
x

∑
y L(x, y)2

W ·H
(2.5)

where L(x, y) is the L image component in the CIELab colour space.
The measure estimates the magnitude of variation.

2.4.2 Comprehension of print quality deviations
To become aware of the relations between deviations of print quality attributes
and parameters of press and paper wemodel individual print quality attributes.
When modelling a set of target values given the associated observations (e.g.
parameters characterizing paper and press) the underlying patterns of the data
are explored to find the relations.
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According to the exploratory nature of the application there is little prior
information about the data such as the distribution for each signal. However,
the variable category (e.g. R, N or Boolean) is known, consequently the ML
method considered shall manage different variable categories with no assump-
tion about their distributions. The rather large number of dimensions, i.e. the
number of variables, certainly contain dimensions which add little information
to the model. Therefore the ML method also has to discover patterns that
may be present only in a few of the used variables, i.e. the data is sparse (also
referred to as the curse of dimensionality problem). Moreover, the model shall
also be able to reveal which of the variables that are of importance for model
performance.

Also, an ML method which is fairly robust to changes in the (preferably
very few) values of the hyperparameters is desired. This is highly relevant if the
algorithms should be implemented in a decision support system that is used
by operators with little or no knowledge about ML methods. Also, tuning the
hyperparameter values shall not lead to overfitting. In order to address the
discussed problems Random Forests (RF) [9] has been used as a modelling
method.

Random Forests was developed by Breiman in 2001 [9]. RF consists of
several non-linear models (decision trees) and the prediction results are aver-
aged to form a single prediction. The method of aggregating several models is
known as an ensemble. To obtain a low rate of prediction errors, models in the
ensemble should be accurate and diverse which is handled by letting each tree
grow deep and by introducing randomness into each decision tree. A pleasing
feature of the RF method is the few numbers of hyperparameters. Another
appealing feature is the variable importance measure embedded into the RF
approach. The variable importance measure makes it possible to estimate the
impact of each variable used in the dataset.

Another interesting feature of the RF is the proximity measure used to
measure the similarity of input vectors. A trained RF can be used to produce
a proximity matrix which further can be used to explore data by using visu-
alisation techniques such as multidimensional scaling and t-SNE [63, 10]. The
proximity matrix contains multidimensional relations which t-SNE represents
using k number of dimensions. For details of the RF method and how it is
used in the thesis please refer to Paper C and D.

In order to detect which of the quality attributes is the most crucial when
modelling print quality scores are determined by humans an experiment was
carried out. Print quality errors were introduced into the manufacturing pro-
cess, these defects were then quantified by computing print quality attributes
(section 2.4.1) from off-line images of the samples. The experiment (Paper D)
was designed to let human observers rate the overall quality of the printed
pages (see Figure 2.8) which were of varying quality. Thereafter an RF was
trained to model the observed quality scores given a set of computed print
quality attributes.
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Figure 2.8: Sample print page used for print quality assessments.

The assessment of print quality was performed in an environment with
controlled illumination conditions. Subjects labelled each printed page with a
score using a 10-point scale. The experiment included 12 subjects which were
asked to rate in total 80 print-sample pages.

The scoring of sample pages revealed that pages of low quality were incon-
sistently ranked among the test subjects. The opposite effect is seen for pages
of high quality, which is illustrated in the standard deviation bar plot (Fig-
ure 2.9, left) ordered by ascending scores as illustrated in Figure 2.9 (right).
To gain further insights the most contributing variables were identified by the
variable importance measure (from the trained RF), see Table 2.1.

The accuracy of the RF model (mean squared error, i.e. MSE) is shown to
be 0.7. The MSE of the model shows a good fit in relation to the inconsistency
of ranking high-quality prints (as seen in Figure 2.9). This gives encourag-
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Rank of Dj Variable description
1 a∗ component in the CIELab space.
2 Misregistration of C in Y direction.
3 Contrast measured in the coloured grey-bar part.
4 Misregistration of M in Y direction.

Table 2.1: List of highest ranked variables in the order of importance for the
model accuracy.

ing evidence for the possibility to model human subjective assessment using
objective print quality attributes.
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Figure 2.9: Average (right) and standard deviation (left) of the subjective
quality assessment of prints.

Furthermore, three subjects were asked to do pairwise comparisons of 20
samples. The degree of dissimilarity between the samples in a pair were given
a score between 1 and 10. The mean dissimilarity for each pair of samples
assessed by the three subjects gives a 20× 20 matrix which cannot be used di-
rectly to place samples in a metric space. Instead, to explore how the printed
samples were assessed in relation to each other and to the print quality at-
tributes a mapping method (t-SNE) was adopted. The mapping is carried out
by preserving strong similarities which are computed as conditional probabil-
ities of neighbouring data points.

The subjective assessments were mapped onto the 3D space using the t-
SNE algorithm. The resulting dataset is shown in Figure 2.10 where each data
point represents a printed sample and the colour represents the subjectively
assigned quality score. The three clusters with different quality scores clearly
hold latent information. This information, the meaning of each cluster, is ex-
plored by training an RF to distinguish between the clusters: Ca, Cb, and Cc.
The variable importance value of the trained model gives further comprehen-
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sion about the clusters. It was shown once again that the two most important
predictor variables were a∗ component in the CIELab space and the misregis-
tration of C in Y direction. Further analysis shows that high quality samples
in Ca have both a low registration and a∗ error. However, the most influencing
factor for a sample to be classified as a low quality print (samples in Cc) was
a large deviation in a∗ compared to the samples found in Cb which all had a
very large registration error.

Figure 2.10: Clusters created using t-SNE algorithm to map the 20× 20 simi-
larity matrix onto the three-dimensional space.

The experiments in Paper C were designed to detect known print quality
conditions to validate the systems ability to monitor and explore print quality.
A print quality attribute that is varying widely over the CD of the press
is the Cyan misregistration in CD. The effect is known as fan-out and is
caused by paper swelling due to the contact with water and ink. Modelling of
the print quality attribute using paper and press parameters and parameter
elimination gave the insight about the five most important parameters. Among
these parameters was the paper parameter tensile stiffness orientation (TSO),
which is known by paper experts and press operators to affect the dimensional
stability of the paper (and thereby also the fan-out effect). Another prominent
variable was the control signal for the fountain solution nozzle which is known
for directly linking to the paper swell.

As the values of a print quality attribute (target values) are expressed in
terms of paper and press parameters, we should, in the next step of situation
awareness, Projection, be able to predict future situations (e.g. deviations of
print quality attributes or the overall print quality score).
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2.4.3 Projection of situations by modelling print quality
Third level situation awareness implies projecting future actions concerning
the elements in the environment [17]. This is realized by the implementation
of the proposed approach into a decision support system. In such system the
operators are able to have an overview of the acquired parameters, e.g. in the
system monitoring mode (in Figure 2.12, right) the operator can visualize the
print quality attribute Tone value and how it is distributed over the paper
web.
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Figure 2.11: Variable importance when modelling the black ink density varia-
tion. Left, model created using samples from all press speeds. Right, low press
speed excluded.

To facilitate the projection of future actions, the system’s exploration mode
lets operators build models of the print quality attribute deviation and can thus
instantly see which parameters of the paper and press that influence the model
according to the variable importance, see Figure 2.12, left. The operator can in
this mode also see the effect of parameter changes, e.g. which parameters are
more important at low or high paper web speed in the press. One such example
is the variation of black ink density, (see Equation 4.3) which was modelled
at various paper web speeds. By including samples acquired at a low press
speed, this resulted in the variable importance plot in Figure 2.11 (left) and
when excluding press start-ups and shutdowns (right). Press parameters are
shown in red and paper parameters in green. Clearly, the structure of the vari-
able importance plot changes when excluding low press speed. When including
samples acquired at lower press speeds the parameters which characterise the
press dominate, which is not the case when excluding these samples. A promi-
nent parameter shown by a high variable importance in the model excluding
low press speeds was the paper parameter surface roughness. This parameter
is previously known to influence the transfer of ink from the rubber blanket
to paper [36, 20].
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Figure 2.12: Functionality example of the decision support system. Left: Ex-
ploring mode. Right: Monitoring mode.

Further, influencing parameters can be studied by the operator in the sys-
tem, see Figure 2.13 where the historical values of a print quality attribute can
be studied in relation to press and paper parameters and for certain positions
(tracks) in the press.
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Figure 2.13: Exploring mode of the decision support system which lets the user
explore the relationship between variables.





Chapter 3

Situation awareness in smart
homes

3.1 Introduction
In the future, home-based healthcare will be faced with great challenges. De-
mographic trends anticipate a steep increase in the elderly population in many
countries. According to Bloom and Canning [7], the proportion of people older
than 60 will near quadruple in the year 2050. Thus, an increasing proportion of
elderly people will be supported by a substantially smaller proportion of eco-
nomically active younger people. Moreover, the number of the sickest elderly
still living at home in Sweden is increasing, this is a worrying trend especially
since the number of younger people between the ages of 20 and 64 is expected
to decrease [59]. Given the current already strained economy and the expected
increase of population, there are strong reasons to believe that the demand for
home-care services will increase drastically.

In the municipality of Halmstad, Sweden, nightly supervision is carried out
by home-care patrol teams, i.e. the night patrol. The home-based night care
services are run by both private companies and by the municipality in Sweden.
A visit (supervision) in the home of the elderly person usually includes assuring
that the person is still at home, in bed, and is sleeping. Each person is visited
once to three times per night and usually a visit takes approximately two
minutes. Whilst the bulk of the visits results in finding the elderly in a sleeping
state or a state where no assistance is required, the caregiver occasionally
finds the elderly person in a potentially dangerous situation. During a visit
the potential danger of the situation is assessed by the caregivers, which is
a straightforward process, i.e. situation awareness is acquired with simplicity.
There are many examples of such situations, e.g. the caregiver may find the
elderly person on the floor due to a fall. Another example is when a confused

27
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elderly man or woman wakes up and believes it is morning and starts to dress
and thereafter leaves the home. As in the case of assessing print quality, humans
(e.g. caregivers) are remarkably accurate in perceiving, comprehending and
anticipating such complex situations. However, due to the fact that there is no
continuous monitoring during the night, there is a risk of injuries and suffering
for the elderly and their relatives which could be prevented by using other
solutions. One such alternate solution is the use of technology which can be a
step towards situation-aware continuous monitoring.

The majority of the elderly receiving night care are equipped with care
phone technology. Care phones enable the elderly to alert and notify care-
givers or night patrol via a voice link about a situation requiring assistance.
However, the alert is initiated by pressing a button at a bracelet or necklace,
thus requiring the user to have the mental and physical ability to press the
alarm button. Instead, in this thesis a system is envisioned to detect potentially
dangerous situations by sensing, learning and categorizing behaviour patterns
of elderly people living in their own homes. The methods of such application
are based on ubiquitous computing and smart homes which are introduced in
the next section.

3.2 Smart homes
Ubiquitous computing is the concept of integrating computers into everyday
life in order to facilitate the modern life of humans, a concept coined by Weiser
nearly three decades ago [64]. Yet, the anticipated everyday use of digital tabs,
pads and boards mentioned by Weiser is today a reality instead of a far vision
to attain. Ubiquitous computing also involve computers able to adapt to the
environment by sensing various features, e.g. by sensing location. Realisations
of the concept can be found in the research area of Intelligent environments
which includes examples of smart homes [28], class rooms [66], cities [54] and
even virtual environments [43].

A smart home may exhibit ambient intelligence which lets the ubiquitous
computing in a smart home sense, reason and act in a beneficial way for the
resident [13]. Such concept includes different research areas such as software
infrastructure (middleware) [24, 15], ethical and privacy issues [19, 29], and
reasoning mechanisms [23, 28]. Even more diverse is the numerous types of
applications ranging from less complex tools such as adaptive energy consump-
tion [31] to more sophisticated tools which evaluate cognitive decline [35].

Another application is the detection of deviating human behaviour within
the home environment. Such applications facilitate the detection of falls using
array-based infrared sensors [58] or other situations requiring attention [8].
Personalisation in such systems, adapting to the behaviours of a certain indi-
vidual, is sometimes necessary for such systems to be robust, i.e. to improve
accuracy by decreasing false alarms.
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3.2.1 Situation awareness
Consider a resident being visited by the night patrol in the home. The be-
haviour of the resident is interpreted as belonging to either normal or deviant
behaviours. Besides common sense, the care workers may also have prior knowl-
edge about the common behaviour of the resident. These separate information
sources are used by the night patrol to achieve situation awareness during the
visits. A visit is exemplified:

The resident Julie has a visit by two caregivers during late evening. Julie is
found watching her Tuesday favorite TV-show which lasts one more hour. The
caregivers understand the situation by perceiving that Julie is sitting in her
chair in the TV-room and by having a discussion with her about the Tuesday
TV-show. Through past carried out visits, the caregivers also know that Julie
is able to leave the TV-room and go to bed by herself after the TV-show. Thus,
Julie’s future behaviour is predicted and the caregivers leave Julie’s home in
the belief that she will be able to go to bed by herself (which is assured at a
later visit).

The example shows that caregivers use multiple sources of information
of the past and present in order to comprehend and project situations. This
awareness of situation normality is not trivial to implement in a system. To
elaborate further, the problem can be split into categories of deviating be-
haviour. Tran et al identify four groups of deviation categories [62]: abnormal-
ity in duration, anomaly in time of occurrence, activity at wrong place, and
abnormality in behaviour pattern.

It is clear from the categories proposed by Tran et al that context mat-
ters when assessing current behaviour. From the categories we find context
attributes such as time, location and duration. In the area of ubiquitous com-
puting a well-known notion is the concept of context awareness which aims to
register contextual attributes (e.g. time) in order to adapt services and other
operations [4]. Taken as an example, a context-aware smart home could adapt
indoor lighting according to context attributes such as presence, time and reg-
istered amount of light outdoors. However, to assess abnormality in behaviour
patterns or the duration, as categorized by Tran et al, a more rigid analysis of
the sensor data is required. This fulfillment is one of the challenges that are
present as we are developing a system able to facilitate situation awareness.

3.2.2 Challenges
The challenges encountered in the application of anomaly detection in smart
homes can be summarized as follows:

I How can human behaviour be represented accurately enough using data
from simple sensors such as motion detectors and occupancy sensors?
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II How can patterns of deviating human behaviour in smart homes be mod-
elled and detected using unsupervised modelling methods with a sufficient
accuracy?

III How can contextual attributes such as time be used in the unsupervised
models to detect deviating behaviour?

IV How can detected behaviour patterns be presented to the users (e.g. care-
givers) in a format simple to interpret?

V How to reason whether a detected pattern is representing a potentially
dangerous situation?

VI How can ethical aspects such as integrity and privacy be preserved?

VII How to assure that caregivers, residents, and relatives to trust a system
able to detect anomalies automatically?

The implementation of tens or even hundreds of deployed systems would
generate a multitude of sensor data. Even if such deployment facilitates level
one awareness it would be cumbersome to interpret the data in a raw format or
even in a human behaviour pattern format (challenge I). Thus, an accurate and
robust automatic deviation detection method is required to manage incoming
streams of patterns (challenge II), this method should also make use of context
information (challenge III). A system able to manage the challenges II-IV
would assist users in the task of comprehending the current situation and let
incoming patterns be predicted as normal or deviating. The challenges V-VII
is out of scope for this thesis, yet the challenges are very important to meet in
a real-world deployment.

3.3 Related work
Close to the research area of anomaly detection in smart homes is activity
recognition (AR). By identifying and monitor activities of daily living (ADL)
and thereby preventing a deterioration of conditions a person can prolong in-
dependence in their own home environment [12]. AR is often implemented by
supervised methods where labelled activities are modelled. Various methods
for AR have shown to be successful, examples include: hidden Markov mod-
els [34], naive Bayes [14], evidential networks and Dempster-Shafer theory [28],
conditional random fields [34], and support vector machines [21].

Attempts to detect deviating behaviour using AR have been carried out [14,
56]. The principle is to learn a set of activities from labelled data and there-
after to utilize the prediction result (or prediction uncertainty) to assess if a
pattern is normal or anomalous. As Pavel et al observe in a recent survey on
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healthcare technology, a problem is the relatively few occurrences of anoma-
lous observations [49]. Given a high variation of performed activities and false
alarms makes the AR approach to anomaly detection problematic.

Instead, current research tends to detect and model frequent behaviours
given a stream of data and to use such normal models to detect anomalous
events. Several examples where researchers focus on measuring individual be-
haviour pattern entities such as: in-door walking speed [26], presence and oc-
cupancy [8, 51], and vertical velocity of a falling human body [58] to detect
cognitive decline, inactivity, and falls respectively. Despite the immense efforts
in developing applications for ambient assisted living very few target the prob-
lem of monitoring behaviour during the night. However, one such effort is the
NOCTURNAL project by Augusto et al. which resulted in a system able to
assist people in the early stages of dementia [2]. The agent-based system serves
to detect wandering in the home or restlessness in bed and to react accordingly.
The detection of wandering or restlessness is predefined for certain cases.

A more holistic approach is proposed by other researchers. One such ex-
ample is an anomaly detection algorithm developed by Jakkula and Cook [32].
The approach finds latent temporal patterns of frequent behaviours from smart
home sensor data. A deviation in the temporal patterns is assumed to be ab-
normal. Aztiria et al also find frequent behaviours with their PUBS system
which is able to find common one-to-one relationsships such as when the resi-
dent leaves the bed and thereafter opens the bathroom door [3]. Rashidi and
Cook developed the continuous, varied order, multi-threshold activity discov-
ery method (COM ) [52]. Instead of ordinary AR the method can learn patterns
of activities in an unsupervised fashion and is able to manage spatial and tem-
poral variations but also interrupted activities. Even if the COM method is
not focused on anomaly detection such approach is a good foundation for a
holistic system able to model many real-life aspects e.g. spatial and temporal
deviations. These two contextual aspects are central in the work of Franco et
al. where spatial and temporal information was used to detect nycthemeral
shifts (i.e. temporal and spatial shifts of activities during a day) using data
collected from passive infrared detectors (PIR) [22]. Another proposed mon-
itoring system of daily activities by Lee et al learns the daily rhythms and
is able to calculate the degree of anomaly using fuzzy sets [38]. An early at-
tempt to detect deviating behaviour was the work by Ohta et al [47]. The
proposed system was able to detect deviating days in terms of the duration
of stays in each room, inactivity and movement patterns (transitions among
rooms). A large part of conducted research focuses on anomaly detection on
a long-term basis (typically days or months), including the work by Ohta et
al. However, successful research focusing on detecting sudden deviations is the
work by Botia et al [8]. The developed Necessity system is able to capture
anomalous behaviour. An anomaly could be an event where the resident needs
assistance, e.g. when the resident is lying on the floor. Contextual information
such as sensor and room location and geometry is utilized in the approach.
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Mahmoud [44] et al proposed an algorithm able to detect abnormal obser-
vations by comparing sequences of binary events using the classical and the
fuzzy Hamming distance measures. Morever, Lotfi et al proposed an artificial
neural network model able to predict future sequences of sensor output values
in order to separate normal and abnormal behaviours [42].

The situation awareness in the area of smart homes is not a new concept,
the concept is highlighted by other research [33, 67]. Previous work on anomaly
detection which holds a holistic view can be categorized into the support of
the three levels of situation awareness. By the definition of ubiquitous com-
puting almost all proposed systems include the perception of entities such as
occupancy, presence, motion, and usage of objects such as opening a fridge.
However, it is evident from methods based on black-box models that a de-
tected anomaly is difficult to interpret, e.g. the deviating pattern cannot be
extensively interpreted by the model. An example of an interpretable devia-
tion is the Necessity system able to pin-point an anomaly and explain it given
the rules of the system. Systems which focus on AR can be categorized to
facilitate both perception and comprehension of a situation, e.g. by answering
what the resident is doing and where she is. The system by Ohta et al [47]
is a good example of a system which also includes projection of future situa-
tions. By modelling the daily rhythms a situation can be put into the context
of the used sensors. Also, future situations can be inferred from the model.
However, as mentioned earlier the detection of sudden changes is not studied
in the approach.

This thesis proposes a framework for detecting and exploring sudden changes
in human behaviour, where both context and variations of activities themselves
are taken into consideration.

3.4 Proposed approach
We consider three levels of situation awareness in the proposed approach,
see Figure 3.1. Motion, occupancy and interaction are perceived by PIR and
switches installed in a home environment. The placement of sensors is derived
through conversation with the resident about his or her habits and physical
abilities.

Various features which reflect behaviour patterns are extracted in the first
level. These features make two main behaviour pattern categories: spatial-
temporal patterns and intensity profiles. Spatial-temporal patterns describe
which sensors are being used and how the output from sensors is ordered
within a given frame of time, and when such pattern is likely to occur during
the day. An intensity profile is a time-series of an accumulated number of
sensor firings during fixed intervals of the day. These two representations are
also used to predict future situations, e.g. when a resident wakes up at 4 am
and starts to get dressed the caregivers could devise questions to the system
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Figure 3.1: The three levels of situation awareness for smart homes considered
in the proposed approach: perception, comprehension, and projection.

such as is this behaviour normal? Is the behaviour normal given the current
time? How long time is the current behaviour expected to last? What is the
next behaviour given that the resident is getting dressed? Is the current level
of intensity excessively low?

The main application of the two representations is anomaly detection and
exploration, covered in detail in Paper E. To achieve an anomaly detector
able to cope with various situation sequences, a chain of processing steps are
proposed, see Figure 3.2.

Sensors Detection of
change in
intensity

Detection of
deviating patterns
in time and space

Anomaly
Exploration

Decision
support

Representation Detection Exploration
Figure 3.2: Information flow in the process of detecting and exploring deviating
behaviour patterns.

First, data (which are seen as a stream of events) are acquired using de-
ployed smart home sensors, where each event is represented by: a unique ID
of the triggered sensor, the associated binary state, and a time-stamp of when
the event occurred. This data are processed in intervals of the incoming stream
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of binary events. Next, the batch of data arrives in into two parallel detectors
which monitor different aspects of deviations. Change in intensity is detected
by deviations from an average intensity profile. Another detector runs in par-
allel to the intensity change detector and is designed to react to deviating
patterns in the spatial and temporal contexts. Regardless of which of the two
methods that detects an anomaly, the deviating case is further explored in the
exploration algorithm in order to provide an understandable meaning to the
event.

3.4.1 Detection of change in intensity
Consider an interval of 20 minutes where the sum of all triggers for the PIR
sensors (in an equipped smart home) is the intensity of that interval. By simple
averaging of the intensities for the interval over several days an intensity profile
can be depicted, see the black dots in Figure 3.3.

Time

In
te
ns
it
y

Figure 3.3: Time series of intensity data over 24 hours where each dot repre-
sents the integrated intensity over 20 minutes.

When regarding the observations as a stream of on-line values we seek to
find the change-point where there is a substantial shift up or down in the in-
tensity. The problem of change-point detection is well-known and extensively
studied, for a good survey of change-point detection see [6]. A general formula-
tion of change-point detection is used in this thesis. We consider the intensity
of each interval j as a random variable Xj distributed according to the Poisson
distribution. Thus, we try to estimate the random change-point time θ where
the normal level is Poisson distributed with intensity function λ0,t and the
deviating level is Poisson distributed with intensity function λ1,t:

Xt ∈
{

Poi(λ0,t) t < θ
Poi(λ1,t) t ≥ θ

and where λ0,t and λ1,t may be constants or functions of t. The red and blue
dots in Figure 3.3 represent levels that are used as upper and lower thresholds
λ1,t. Further, stopping rules are used to solve the change-point problem given
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the statistical assumptions. In the work described in Paper E several stopping
rules were evaluated in terms of the expected delay (ED). ED is a measure
which estimates how well a detector reacts upon a motivated alarm. A detector
with a low ED is highly relevant for the considered smart home application,
e.g. detecting falls or other situations where the intensity is rapidly decreasing
or increasing.

The stopping rules were evaluated using simulations based on intensity
levels acquired from real homes. The thresholds were set to λ/2 and 2λ for the
upper and lower centres of mass of Poisson distribution λ1,t respectively. Two
stopping rules (alarm function) called Page [48] and Shiryaev [57] methods
stood out in terms of expected delay. Tests also revealed that if the change
occurs late in the on-line stream of data the Shiryaev method is more suitable
to use than the Page method. More details on the tested stopping rules can
be found in Paper E.

3.4.2 Detection of deviating patterns in time and space
For the detection of deviating patterns in time and space an unsupervised
learning approach is adopted.

To have a rich representation of spatial and temporal data from smart
homes we collect binary events into a matrix Mj with the dimensions N ×D
where N rows is the number of sensor signals and where D columns is the
number of samples of time during the interval j. As the resident moves or
interacts with objects such as doors, chairs or drawers during interval j a
binary pattern is captured.

Comparisons of the acquired binary patterns M1,M2, ...,Mk over a period
of time are required in order to learn a behaviour pattern taking into account
both time and space. The observation matrices are analyzed and compared
using the proximity measure from an RF model.

A proximity matrix P obtained from RF trained in an unsupervised way is
used to explore observations and to detect potential anomalies, Paper E. We
use the t-SNE algorithm to map the matrix P onto the two-dimensional space
to facilitate the exploration.

In Paper E we simulate behaviour patterns in order to study data cluster-
ing and the ability of the algorithm to detect outliers in the two-dimensional
representation of P. Figure 3.4 shows such two-dimensional map of different
simulated behaviours during 20 nights, where magenta markers represents that
the resident rests in the bedroom, markers coloured red indicate when the res-
ident wakes up in bed and prepares him or herself to eat breakfast in the
morning, blue represents waking up during the night and visiting the bath-
room, black stands for eating breakfast whereas cyan reflects behaviour where
the resident wakes up and walks to the kitchen and drinks water. The simu-
lation of behaviour pattern is based on a probability chain of different states,
where each state when visited, generates an event from a specific sensor. Each
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state transition in a behaviour model is also associated with a transition time
model, i.e. the model is capable of capturing switching from one activity to
another.

Resting in bedroom
Getting out of bed before breakfast
Getting out of bed and visiting the bathroom
Preparing and eating breakfast
Getting out of bed and drinking water in kitchen
Deviating sequence

d1

d2

Figure 3.4: A 2D map of simulated behaviour patterns. The deviating sequence
is shown by green lines and arrows, each step is two minutes long.

Clearly, as seen in Figure 3.4, similar behaviour patterns make clusters. The
clustering of similar behaviour patterns is a very useful property in anomaly
detection. Let us consider the deviating sequence where the resident wakes
up at 4 am (first step in the sequence), gets dressed (second arrow position),
prepares and eats breakfast (position of third arrow and forward), see position
of green arrows and path in Figure 3.4. The position of the first step in the
sequence adhere to the magenta cluster which is as expected, the behaviour
patterns in the proximity of the second arrow are similar to behaviour pat-
terns which is explained as leaving the bedroom either for visiting kitchen or
bathroom. In the third and later steps of the sequence the resident enters the
kitchen and prepares and eats breakfast. Thus, spatially the path in the 2-
D map does not show any deviation from expected behaviour. However, by
analyzing the time component of the observations which can be found in the
neighbourhood of the deviating sequence in the map, a deviation in time con-
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text can be detected. Figure 3.5 shows how well each step of the deviating
sequence complies to the neighbours, by presenting the z-score of the time
component. As can be seen, steps one to three are deemed as normal, since
the time component of those observations is less than two standard deviations
away from the average. This is not surprising since step two is similar to both
preparing for a walk to the bathroom and to the kitchen to drink water. How-
ever, in step four (the resident is sitting on the kitchen chair and is eating
breakfast) the neighbouring observations explain that sitting in the kitchen at
this early time does not conform to normal behaviour patterns.

To give further comprehension of the clusters, it is proposed to train one
classifier for each cluster to separate the cluster from the rest of the observa-
tions. Again the RF classifier is used and the most representative tree is then
extracted from the ensemble of decision trees. The tree that is the most similar
to all other trees in the ensemble is considered as a representative tree. The
approach is demonstrated using the blue cluster (bathroom visit) at (10,−20)
in Figure 3.4, where the most representative tree is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
From the tree it can be inferred that the cluster contains behaviour patterns
which involve motion in the hallway followed by motion in the bathroom.

10 12 14 16

Minutes

z
-s
co
re

Figure 3.5: z-scores calculated for the deviating sequence of steps (early break-
fast).

Moreover, the probability of transition between clusters is also considered
in the anomaly detection method. The proposed approach is designed to cover
temporal deviations (e.g. eating a very early breakfast), transitional deviations
(e.g. waking up during the night and leaving the home directly), and spatial
deviations (e.g. a certain motion sensor is continuously triggered while no other
interaction occurs as could happen when a person does fall). Tests on simulated
data, explained in detail in Paper E, show good ability of the approach to
detect deviating examples of the three categories: intensity, time and space.
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In bathroom
cluster

PIR in bathroom <= 0.37
at t=62 seconds

PIR in hallway <= 0.008
at t=24 seconds

PIR in bathroom <= 0.43
at t=116 seconds

PIR in hallway <= 0.08
at t=21 seconds

In bathroom
cluster

Out of
bathroom

Out of
bathroom

Out of
bathroom

Figure 3.6: The most representative tree in RF trained to separate the clus-
ter containing behaviour patterns of bathroom activity from other behaviour
patterns.



Chapter 4

Summary of appended papers

This chapter summarizes the individual contributions for each paper.

4.1 Paper A
Paper A surveys research in the area of print quality assessment and control.
Efforts in related research are considered in the survey with a special focus
on a computational intelligence-based approach to automatic assessment of
print quality. It is concluded from Paper A that there is great potential in
developing tools and methods for assessing and exploring print quality by
using computational intelligence.

Attributes which are important for characterizing print quality are given
special attention in the survey. Moreover, research on how to utilize attributes
for estimating the overall print quality is identified and discussed.

Paper A summarizes the important aspects in print quality assessment
which paved the way for the understanding of what constitutes situation aware-
ness for the application area. This connects the next paper, Paper B, to the
first level of situation awareness: perception of print quality attributes.

4.2 Paper B
Paper B addresses the assessment of the print quality attribute, namely halftone
dot distortion level. The halftone dot pattern can be distorted for several rea-
sons, e.g. instability in the paper web can cause smeared halftone dots, an
effect also known as slurring. Thus, Paper B proposes the solution to assessing
quality of individual halftone dots based on robust to noise circle detection
technique. The technique is based on the fuzzy Hough transform.

Circle detection is often done using the classical Hough transform, which
maps the pixel space to parameter space. Hough transform votes for the most
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representable parameters of a circle. The voting process unfortunately makes
the computational complexity increasing exponentially with the number of pa-
rameters [16]. This becomes especially noticeable when extending the approach
to the fuzzy Hough transform-based. The proposed approach overcomes, to
some extent, the computational complexity problem by using k-means clus-
tering for detecting positions of accumulator peaks and with an optional fine-
tuning of the circle position step implemented through unsupervised learning.
Previous findings by Basak and Pal show that the circle fit can be quantified
using the fuzzy Hough transform [5]. In Paper B we show that this measure
can also be applied to interpret distortions of halftone dots.

Paper B contributes to the perception level of the situation awareness model
concerning colour printing. In Paper C it is shown how other print quality
attributes and paper and printing press parameters can be used to achieve the
other levels of situation awareness.

4.3 Paper C
Paper C describes a novel system for assessing, monitoring and exploring the
print quality of colour prints. The system computes quality attributes from
images acquired on-line from the printing press. The quality attributes are
computed only using the grey-bar areas which differs from attempts by other
researchers. As introduced in Chapter 2 misregistration can affect the print
quality severely, which motivates the proposed novel virtual sensor which is
able to quantify misregistration from grey-bar areas.

In Paper C the values of individual print quality attributes are modelled
by using an RF. These models enable users of the system to become aware
of the influence of different paper and press parameters on print quality. It is
shown from using the system that the influence of paper and printing press
parameters on the quality of colour prints shows clear relation with known
print quality conditions.

Projection in terms of situation awareness can be achieved by letting the
system user experiment with entities such as time, speed and position across
the paper web. Modelling and exploration of these entities by the developed
system can be used to find good press settings with the goal of achieving a
constant high print quality.

Assessment of the overall print quality done by operators is a manual and
subjective process. It is anticipated that this process can be automated, which
is explored in Paper D.

4.4 Paper D
It is argued in Paper D that the overall print quality of colour prints can
be modelled using several print quality attributes. Experiments designed to
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let human subjects score print quality show good correspondence between
print quality evaluations obtained by the technique proposed and the average
observer. Further, the influence of individual print quality attributes on the
overall print quality is explored. Two strong indicators of print quality were
found for the printed samples, which is an encouraging result since the print
quality attributes were computed from the small grey-bar areas and yet still
reflect the global quality.

Paper D contributes to the development of all levels of situation awareness
model for print quality assessment. This is achieved through techniques for
assessing print quality attributes, revealing which individual quality attributes
affect the overall quality, and the projection based on knowledge about how
much individual print quality attributes could be changed to achieve a higher
quality.

4.5 Paper E
In Paper E deviation detection in human behaviour in a smart home environ-
ment is addressed. Care workers doing supervision at night are highly situation
aware as each resident is visited. Most times during the visits, situations are
simple to perceive and understand for the care workers. However, it is not
insignificant how to computationally model normal behaviour patterns and
how to detect deviations from such a model. In Paper E we propose a way to
model normal behaviour allowing to consider the time and space context. The
proposed approach is based on two detectors: detection of change in intensity
and detection of deviating patterns in time and space.

Detection of deviations in activity intensity is formulated as the on-line
quickest detection of a parameter shift in a sequence of independent Poisson
random variables. The detection of deviating patterns in time and space is
realized by random forests trained in an unsupervised fashion and where sep-
arate detectors are used for monitoring time, space and transitions between
states. It is also demonstrated that certain behaviour patterns make clusters
and that such behaviour patterns can be interpreted through finding the most
important variables and by analysing the structure of the most representative
tree.





Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

Humans have superior capability to understand and manage complex situa-
tions which arise in our daily living. This thesis focuses on the challenges that
arise when highly human-centered processes are to be partly automated.

In today’s print quality monitoring, assessment and prediction, the print
operator is central in the loop, thus these aspects are based on subjective opin-
ions which may collide with maintaining a high and constant print quality.
The results obtained in this thesis strongly indicate that the computational
intelligence-based approach can provide objective print quality assessment.
Whilst other researchers focus on a global approach where a large area of the
print is scanned, the techniques developed in this thesis are able to compute
useful print quality attributes from small test areas. It was shown that devi-
ation in print quality attributes can be modelled using parameters of paper
and printing press with reasonably good accuracy. Such result is encouraging
since it opens up for further insights about the inner-workings of the printing
process. It was demonstrated that the overall print quality scores obtained
from human assessed print samples can be modelled with good accuracy by
using the print quality attributes acquired on-line from the printing press.

Another area in which complex situations arise and are managed by humans
is within the area of home-based healthcare. A desired service is to have a con-
tinuous unobtrusive monitoring for detecting potentially dangerous situations
for elderly people living at home. This service would then be a complementary
service to the ordinary visits carried out by the home-care staff during night.
Aware of the privacy concerns that video and sound bring, we only consider
simple sensors such as switches, motion and occupancy sensors in this work.
Experiments based on simulated data show that different behaviour patterns
can be characterised with enough details for interpretation by adopting an RF
based approach. Results obtained for four cases of deviating situations used
to test the proposed anomaly detection approach substantiate the suitability
of the suggested approach. It is also shown that the quickest on-line detec-
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tion formulation for the monitoring of activity intensity provides encouraging
results on expected delay, despite using only few days of profile data.

A challenging task is how to transfer knowledge from machine to man. For
both applications, the trained RF models should be able to provide insights
into results of the automated analysis. Besides analysing the variable impor-
tance, the behaviour patterns can be explained by the representable trees.
However, the approach gives a description involving only one tree. Alternative
methods, such as non-negative matrix factorization [37], for finding a proto-
type behaviour pattern given a set of behaviour patterns could be explored in
future work. The step from the proposed approach to a product is not only
a technical step, it is a multidisciplinary task which involves: simulations and
real-world tests for measuring modelling accuracy and robustness, solving eth-
ical concerns and issues regarding privacy, and identifying and preventing risks
caused by the algorithms.
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